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A couple months ago I started providing more of my intraday charts in hopes to educate traders 
on current market conditions so they feel like they are "in the zone" for trading. It's crucial to 
understand the intraday moves and volume levels if you want to be consistently profitable 
trader. It doesn't matter whether you are day trading or swing trading, you must be following 
daily and intraday charts.  
 
I have been getting a few subscribers asking me: "Why I jump around from time frame to 
time frame so much?"  

It's a great question as some days I'm using the 60 minute charts, another day the 2 hour chart, 
and another the daily chart etc... well I hope to answer this question within this education 
report.  

Trading Time Frames & Their Characteristics  

Length of Trades -The longer the time frame you are trading the longer the trade will last on 
average. For example, if you are swing trading using the daily chart most trades will last 2-20 
days, but if you are trading the 60 minute chart, then a trade may only last a few hours. 
Knowing this allows you to be more or less active depending on the market conditions or the 
amount of time you are available to trade.  

Risk Levels/Draw Downs -The longer the time frame the more potential risk/draw down you 
will have. For example, when trading the daily chart you may set your protective stop below the 
previous days low. Depending on the investment, that could be $1-$50 per share or contract. 
Now compare this to someone trading the 5 minute intraday chart playing volume breakouts to 
generate quick gains. This person's risk/draw down may only be 5-50 cents per share or 
contract.  

This is the main reason why short term intraday traders play with larger amounts of money. 
Simply because their risk is so much lower, they can put more on the line for quick profits. On 
the flip side, swing traders should be trading much smaller positions to compensate for the 
increased risk.  
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Individual Personalities  

Every trader sees the market in a completely different way because each of our brains 
process chart patterns and time frames differently. This is exactly what creates the market, 
everyone buy and selling at different times creating liquidity and the random chart 
movements.  

The hardest part about trading in my opinion is figuring out what type of trading personality you 
have? It took me a few years to actually figure this out, but now I know exactly what type of 
trading strategies I'm good at and which time frames I prefer trading.  

Myself, I like swing trading because it does not require a lot of time to follow the market, and 
trades last several days and sometimes weeks. But I also like to take advantage of the market 
when volatility rises and the market becomes choppy because this is when intraday trading 
becomes most profitable, in my opinion.  

Personally I do not want to trade every day because it's a ton of work and stressful. Rather, I 
prefer to sit back and cherry pick, only taking positions when I see a perfect setup. This way my 
win/loss ratio is very high, and I do not need to worry about finding trades every day or week.  

Quick Note: When I am trading the intraday charts my focus is to find setups on the 60 minute, 
2 hour, 4 hour an 8 hour charts. The reason behind this is that these longer intraday time frames 
provide very accurate trades and each trade lasts a few hours and sometimes a few days. Trading 
shorter time frames like the 5 minute chart is torture because you end up trading all day every 
day and to be honest that's a lot of work and not fun at all.  

So	  here	  are	  some	  charts	  showing	  you	  how	  different	  time	  frames	  show	  you	  different	  
patterns,	  insight	  and	  setups:	  	  
 
SP500 Mini Futures contract -Daily Chart  

Looking at the past 7-8 days we don't really see anything exciting to trade as far as chart 
patterns go. So we sit and wait for something to unfold in a few days if we are lucky.  
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SP500 Mini Futures -2 Hour Intraday Trading Chart  

What do you see? WOW a big fat head and shoulders pattern which indicates we should see 
lower prices.  
 
Traders should have been looking to go short when the price was trading at this resistance 
level and the 5 minute chart confirmed resistance with the long upper candle wicks (reversal 
candles) shown in the charts below.  
Important Note: When entering this trade, we did not know for sure it was going to be a head 
& shoulders pattern, but there was a high probability of it happening because of the previous 
couple day's price action.  

Notice how the left shoulder rallied up and got slammed by sellers, then the next rally (the 
head) also got slammed by sellers. This price action is bearish as institutions, hedge funds 
etc... dump positions once they have attained their profit goals for certain investments.  

The next rally (right shoulder) 
drifted up slowly to test the 
previous resistance level. But 
look at how the price moved 
higher.... It drifted higher, which 
is bearish.  

So, if buyers were still in 
control then we would have 
seen the price shoot straight 
back to resistance on big 
volume then form a mini bull 
flag (drift sideways) as it digests 
the resistance level before 
moving higher. It's this price 
action here that was screaming 
at me to go short.  
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SP500 Mini -60 Minute Intraday Trading Chart  

The 60 minute chart helps me to clearly measure how much potential there is for this trade. If 
you understand technical analysis you will know how to calculate a measured move. It's simple 
really.  
 
Take the previous move and add it to the where you think the price is headed. I've shown it in 
the chart below.  

 

Trading Time Frames Conclusion:  

Well there you have it. I hope this report answers some basic trading questions.  

If you would like to learn and trade at the same time I will be launching a service where I 
provide all my personal trades and analysis for your to follow along in real-time. Members will 
receive all my intraday and swing trade alerts for stocks, indexes and commodities allowing you 
to trade which ever vehicle you want whether it's a high beta stock, leveraged etf, futures 
contract or cfd. This way your timing is accurate and you can trade which ever investment you 
are comfortable trading with.  

There will be a 24/7 chat-room allowing us to trade around the clock when setups arise. Also, 
members can swap ideas, ask me questions, make new trading buddies etc... There is even a 
squawk box feature! When I talk everyone logged into the site can hear me for important news 
or trades alerts.  

All trade alerts are instantly posted in the members area, chat-room and sent via email 
making it one of the most powerful trading services I have seen available online.  

 


